
Perspectivism 

The scene: Howard takes his ninth shot of vodka of the hour, while the housefly that named himself 

to be Michael looks over, sitting comfortably next to the bottle. After an elongated period of time 

of keeping everything inside, Michael finally decides to protest about everything he thinks Howard 

has done wrong to him and his kind. However, this protest soon turned into a discussion of 

indecent, unethical and immoral acts where Michael would begin to question everything that 

humans so unremorsefully did. 

Idea of Time 

Michael: Our forefathers told tales of times when the gods left this place all to us, not to 

return back till the great yellow ball of illumination had sunk back to its home.  

Howard: What do you mean your forefathers told this to you…? The pandemic began 

three months ago, we’ve had to isolate ourselves. “Work from home” as they 

call it. 

Michael: In my long life of 25 rotations, I have seen you leave this place once. That too, 

not for long. I demand you leave. We need our privacy; we do not need you 

invading our privacy in our own home. 

Howard: Your home? When was the last time you paid a mortgage around here? Maybe 

you so conveniently forgot to pay the maintenance guy when he came over to 

fix the heating. 

Michael: You raise some compelling arguments; however, I was born here and I’ll die 

here. My body will decay, until there’s nothing left of me, in a corner of this 

place. Are you willing to say the same about “your home”?  

Howard: Just because you’re born in a place, doesn’t make it yours. Neither does your 

claim of dying in “that” place. There needs to be a legal deed, consistent 

mortgage payments or maybe a lump sum payment if you wish to own your 

own place. 

Michael: A legal what…? It’s a simple moral dilemma between us two over a property, 

the involvement of law is forced, to say the least. 



While Michael was right about him not getting privacy and always being on the lookout on account 

of Howard murdering his family, if they ever became too annoying, his perception of time made 

it relatively worse for him. In a housefly’s short average life of 28 days, Michael had spent 25 of 

those days only ever seeing Howard leave the apartment once, and that too for a run to the grocery 

store. 

The Elixir of Life 

Michael, the housefly, thinking this might be the only time to extract the truth from a drunk human, 

probed further into things he did not understand. Such as the “Elixir of Life” that had been kept 

hidden from him and his species for generations. 

Michael: We’ve always envied your tranquil elixir of life. Keeping it hidden from us in 

your large metal boxes of winter. Leaving us the hopeless droplets on the stone 

counters. 

Howard: What elixir of life? What box of winter? D-do you want my vodka? 

Michael: No, this one I’ve tried. I demand the one you store away from us short-lived 

mortals in the box of winter. 

Howard: You want water…? Water from the fridge? Water isn’t an elixir of life… We 

just need it to survive. I mean, you can have all you want, but it’s not an elixir... 

Michael: That’s what an elixir of life is… You just need to consume it, if you wish to 

live. If only our feeble little mouths allowed us to consume as much as you gods 

do, ever since you’re born. We’d be ruling the world, not you. 

“Parasitic” Relationships 

Howard: So, are we just not going to talk about the fact that houseflies are literally 

parasites, feeding off of us and everything we leave behind? 

Michael: Parasites? Us? Cleaning after you, my family pollinating your plants for you. 

You understand that you wouldn’t have chocolate without us pollinating your 

cocoa plants for you? My people have contributed more to the global economy 

than your measly little mortgage ever could. 



Howard: But you feed off of our waste. You cower in the dirty corners of this same 

apartment that you call home and wait out the cold.  

Michael: And that harms you how? How are we the parasites, when everything that we 

do benefits you in one way or another? If there’s a parasite in this human-insect 

relationship, it’s the human. 

Howard: Please enlighten me. 

Michael: Insects - flies, spiders are crucial for the survival of the human race, yet due to 

your “evolutionary” exploits, your species has shown nothing but utter 

disregard for entire ecosystems, leaving half a million species of insects on the 

verge of extinction. Also, let’s take a look at the constant parasitic behavior of 

humans, whether it’s in friendships, romantic relationships or even with your 

families. 

Howard: How is any of that parasitic…? 

Michael: Wow, you people are that oblivious to your own faults? Okay, let’s go step-by-

step then, the only friendships you make are the ones that benefit you.  

Howard: That’s not true. The only condition of making a friend is enjoying the company 

of the other person, how is that parasitic? 

Michael: And that’s not selfish, to say the least? But then again, in your romantic 

relationships, there’s this prerequisite condition and several more. Most of 

which drains out at least one of the two parties, and that’s not parasitic? 

Howard: But it’s beneficial for both the parties… It’s a mutual agreement, rather than a 

case of parasitism.  

Michael: I guess it’s all about perspective then. 

While everything Michael said made sense, Howard wasn’t too far away from the truth himself. 

But like Michael said at the end, the entirety of this debate boiled down to perspective and where 

one was sitting, when giving out the moral verdict.  

Food and Murder 

Howard: Well, if everything’s about perspective, let me tell you what my perspective is. 

Houseflies are worse than scavengers. You and your kind feast on trash, 



reproduce of feces, your larvae feasts on dead animals, dead plants, plant 

secretions or human feces. And you’re the one who’s going to take the moral 

high ground here?  

Michael: Oh right, I forgot that the Humans’ Council of Vileness had already set the 

standards of what to loathe and what not to loathe. Just because you find it 

disgusting doesn’t mean every other specie on this shared Earth has to, too. 

Howard: (mockingly) I guess it’s all about perspective then. 

Michael: Maybe it is. Maybe it isn’t. But you know what isn’t about perspective, and is 

an absolute truth? 

Howard: Enlighten me once again. 

Michael: The fact that humans are the wildest, most undomesticated creatures on the 

planet. 

Howard: Ummm… I’m going to need a bit more than that if I’m to be convinced against 

my own kind. 

Michael: You need a reason for that? Look at the facts. You breed animals for your food. 

Fish, chicken, cattle, pigs, sheep, deer, turkey, duck. You have farms where 

these poor animals are bred just to savor your tastebuds. Every living thing 

should be a means to an end, but slaughtering all these animals as per your own 

desires makes them out to be a means to humans end and not as an end, in itself. 

Howard: That’s a debate of moral standing. There’s no absolute truth about this. And 

don’t you dare say “I guess it’s all about perspective then.” 

Michael: But would I be wrong…? 

Also, how easy it is for you to murder someone or something, that doesn’t speak 

the same language as you? How easy it is for you to marginalize their feelings 

by using the pronoun “it”; contrasting every animal and every living thing that 

isn’t you with a non-living thing’s pronoun. 

Howard: It’s just the way of life, I guess? 

A human all alone in the woods, outnumbered by a pack of wolves would be 

devoured to pieces within minutes, why can’t we do the same? 

Michael:  Because you claim to know better…? That’s why? 



Howard: Still doesn’t prove that humans are the vilest and most undomesticated creatures 

on the planet though… 

Michael: Does it not? Your kind, for generations, has killed members of my families in 

front of our very eyes. You treat the bodies of our dead with zero remorse and 

utter disgust. As if being in close proximity with us would burn off your skin.  

Howard: Though relative, but the “things” you deem fit for your species spell “death” for 

us. You speak as if your kind hasn’t wiped off hundreds of thousands of humans 

with your disease-spreading tendencies. 

Michael: …that’s just the natural order of things. 

Howard was still right, to an extent, in his own regard; the entire debate boiled down to the 

perspective of the judge – the one who gave out the moral verdict. However, morals dictate that 

breeding animals for the pleasure of one’s own tastebuds is selfish, with no room for debate.  

Going “Vegan” 

Michael: And what is it that I hear about you humans going “vegan”? A friend, who leads 

quite the extravagant life these days in a café, told me about humans acting all 

woke and fancy when ordering said vegan options.  

Howard: Well, as you so rudely pointed out earlier about my kind breeding and 

slaughtering animals for our desires’ sake… a growing number of humans don’t 

really agree with that. So, they decide not to consume any meat or meat-based 

products and go for plant-based ones instead. Pretty neat, huh? 

Michael: Oh yeah, real neat. Just… who declared plants want to be slaughtered instead 

of animals? Did they pass some altruism test my measly existence is unaware 

of? 

Howard: Slaughter? No one’s “slaughtering” plants. And I’ll have you know, scientists, 

scientists have deemed that plants have two lesser senses than animals. 

Michael: Ohh. Yeah, that does makes complete sense! So, let me make this easier for my 

understanding… in simple terms, if some of you humans have less senses than 

the others – say, they’re deaf and dumb – it’ll be socially acceptable for you to 

treat them differently than the others?  



Howard: Well, they are treated differently. But only in the sense that they require more 

attention and care from those around them. The people around them need to go 

an extra mile in order to understand them. 

Michael: So what you’re saying is, the rules for treating the challenged of your kind differ 

vastly rather, contradict entirely, for what you hold true for other beings. 

Howard: …do you suggest we starve to death? 

Michael: I suggest that you do not hold yourselves on a higher moral ground just because 

you gluttons consume another being instead. You’re still no better.  

Howard: Gluttons…? 

Michael: We feed off of your scraps, remember? Don’t assume I do not know the extent 

of your wasteful ways.  

The Climate Change 

Michael: So, are we just going to ignore what you humans have done to the Earth? Flies 

have been inhabiting this world for 250 million years. Humans discover 

technology, bring about the “industrial revolution” and do irreversible damage 

to the world in 250 years? Deforestation, climate change, multiple epidemics, 

mass extinctions. There’s not one good thing that’s come about since you and 

your kind decided to leave your mark on the world.  

Howard: Not one good thing? Look at everything that the humans have done in the past 

two centuries. Vaccines for polio, measles; treatments for fatal and life-

threatening diseases such as cancer, HIV, AIDS. We’ve developed technology 

that no one even thought of. Electric and hybrid cars for the environment. Tens 

of thousands of projects started to save the environment, and you’re still 

complaining? 

Michael: Your vaccines, treatments and electric cars help us how…? And humans are 

going to brag about saving the environment? The environment didn’t need any 

saving until you people found out what fossil fuels are capable of doing. Until 

you started exploiting CFCs. Each and every one of you contributed to the 

massive land/ocean temperature rise that’ 



Howard: Well do you expect my kind to apologize for existing? Newsflash: humans have 

needs! You refer to us as gods, do you expect gods to lead a life similar to your 

kind? We’re not blessed with a 28-day lifespan. 

Michael: Blessed? BLESSED? I get that it is indeed the natural order of things, but even 

during that short-lived life, most our time is spent staying out of your way. You 

humans, slaughter my kind over the tiniest inconvenience. Rather sometimes, 

your fragile egos just need a little stroke. Tell me that you do not get some sort 

of sick satisfaction when you get the cause of your nuisance in the very first swat. 

Correct me if I’m wrong. 

Howard: … 

Michael: That’s what I thought. 

The entire conversation – more like a debate, which escalated into an argument – did not have a 

victor. Each party had foreseen this as a walk in the park as they had thought their reasonings were 

justified. The truth was, neither of them were wiser. Both parties were bitter towards the other and 

unlike the “happy ending” everyone looks forward to after a debate, with all involved contented 

and satisfied, this was not the case. While both of them made good points and defended their kind 

as much as they could, it all came down to perspective. Reality is subjective. The only reality that 

makes sense to you is the one that you see using your own unique lens. No two beings – not even 

two humans – perceive reality the same.  


